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This artwork reflects the experiences of Bunkhean Chhun, who was imprisoned and 
forced into labor by the Khmer Rouge, the brutal organization that ruled Cambodia 

from 1975 to 1979. When the Vietnamese Communists invaded, the Khmer Rouge 
retreated and abandoned Bunkhean and his fellow prisoners. Since Bunkhean 

wasn’t a native of the area of Cambodia in which he was found, the Vietnamese 
mistook him for a member of the Khmer Rouge, and he was tied to a tree, stabbed 

and tortured.  
 

On the left hand side of the picture is a drawing made by Bunkhean of himself tied 
to the tree. When other prisoners revealed to the Vietnamese that Bunkhean was 

not involved with the Khmer Rouge, he was untied, temporarily, in order to be re-
interrogated. When Bunkean realized that the Vietnamese were unwilling to release 

him, he made his escape, eventually fleeing to Thailand. The curved white path 

extending off the canvas represents this journey.  
 

Bunkhean started his painting by making a series of blue circles, which represent 
water. To begin the collaboration, the Voice to Vision art team selected a 

photograph of a drop of water and collaged it to upper right corner of the painting.   
 

During his labor under the Khmer Rouge, Bunkhean was forced to drive an ox cart, 
and later used an ox cart to transport water to other workers. The broken wheel 

attached to the painting reminded Bunkhean of the ox cart he drove. Just as 
Bunkhean’s life was “broken,” so is the wheel broken and damaged. Bunkhean said 

that the broken wheel also represents the “broken” lives of Cambodian people.    
 

In the center of the painting is Bunkhean’s depiction of Tonle Sap Lake, a large 
body of fresh water that empties into the great Mekong River. Bunkhean painted 

the lake red because human corpses had been disposed of in the lake – the corpses 

are represented by Bunkhean’s drawing of a skeleton at the bottom of the painting. 
The only blue remaining on the lake is its title, written in Cambodian.   

 
Above the lake is a sign with Cambodian script in green and red. The original green 

letters denote a school; later, under the Khmer Rouge, the letters on the sign were 
simply written over with the new function of the facility: “interrogation center.” 

 



Near the top of the painting are American bombers, representing the secret air war 

the United States waged against the Communists and the Cambodian people.  
Trapped in the midst of the horrors caused by the Americans, the Khmer Rouge and 

the Vietnamese Communists, for the Cambodian people it was, says Bunkhean, 
“like being trapped between an alligator and a tiger.”  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 


